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World Bank Integrity Policy and Practice

• Integrity has been for several decades, and is more 

than ever, an underlying principle of the World Bank 

mandate.

• It is part of its current modernization agenda focusing 

on results, openness/transparency and access to 

information, and accountability in discharging its 

fiduciary mandate (proceeds used for intended 

purposes)

• Today, “clean business” is an intelligent priority for 

governments, institutions, large and small businesses, 

and a prominent feature of the development dialogue 

and actions.



• Such actions include inter alia

• Supporting governance and anti-corruption at the 

country level, working with Governments to help 

establish strong institutions and leadership.

• Supporting investment in projects related to the 

rule of law, civil service reform, media.

• Addressing the private sector role in governance. 

• Strengthening ties with civil society in client-

countries.

• Supporting global efforts to reduce corruption.

• Preventing corruption in Bank-financed projects.



Broad governance responses

• Effective Public Sector Management
Ethical leadership: asset declaration, conflict of 
interest rules
Meritocratic civil service with adequate pay
Transparency & accountability in budget 
management
Transparent, competitive procurement

• Institutional Checks & Balances
Independent, effective judiciary
Legislative oversight and independent 
oversight institutions (e.g. SAIs)



• Civil Society & Media

Freedom of press and information

Civil society watchdogs

Public hearings of draft laws

Report cards, client surveys

Participatory country diagnostic surveys

• Political Accountability

Transparency & regulation of party financing

Disclosure of parliamentary votes, etc.

• Private Sector Interface

Effective, streamlined regulations

Transparent public-private dialogue

Break-up of monopolies



Bank procurement policy

Relationships Bank - Borrowers - Bidders



Bank procurement policy in regard to F&C

requires that Borrowers (including beneficiaries 
of Bank Loans), bidders, suppliers, contractors 
and their agents (whether declared or not), 
subcontractors, sub-consultants, service 
providers or suppliers and any personnel 
thereof, under Bank-financed contracts, observe 
the highest standard of ethics during the 
procurement and execution of such contracts. 

In this context, any action taken by a bidder, supplier, 
contractor, or a sub-contractor to influence the 
procurement process or contract execution for undue 
advantage is improper.



In addition, the Bank requires that

• A clause be included in BDs & contracts financed by 

the Bank requiring bidders & contractors to permit the 

Bank to audit/inspect their related accounts & records.

• All BDs to include specific F&C provisions in GCs.

• When a Borrower procures works, goods, and 

consulting or non-consulting services, the provisions 

regarding F&C sanctions apply in their entirety to all 

suppliers, contractors, service providers, consultants, 

sub-contractors or sub-consultants, and their 

employees or agents.



Bank Actions in cases of Fraud & Corruption

Reject award proposals and contract extensions to 

bidders that engaged in F&C

Sanction the firm or individual

http://www.worldbank.org/debarr

Declare misprocurement & Cancel the portion of the 

loan/grant allocated to the contract if Borrower’s staff is 

engaged in F&C without the Borrower taking appropriate 

& timely action.
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Limitations of Process Interventions

• Exclusive reliance on process interventions to combat 

F&C presupposes that exhortation and moral suasion 

will be sufficient to transform the behavior of both public 

officials and bidders. 

• Quick fix measures or moralizing campaigns often fail to 

focus on institutionalizing structural reforms or to 

establish sustainable and lasting legitimate processes.

• Major procurement reforms must seek to raise the bar on 

transparency, specifically in regard to disclosure and 

information sharing (names of bidders, awards and 

amounts, registered names of owners, names of people 

on tender Committees etc…)



Findings of a study on F&C in Bank-financed 
contracts
• greater preponderance of fraud as the sanctionable practice

• F&C more common for works that involve smaller and 
dispersed activities, and for smaller and lower valued goods 
that are bundled into  larger packages: “out of sight, out of 
mind”. 

• poorer countries with weak institutional capacity are 
unfortunately more prone to be afflicted by F&C than other 
countries. F&C frequency goes up as income levels and the 
country ratings on transparency, accountability, and corruption 
fall. 



Some limited achievements in regard to

environmental/social impacts through

procurement

• Enhanced SBDs and technical/guidance notes

• Guidance Note on “Environmental Aspects in Technical

Specifications and Bid Evaluation Criteria”

• Negative list (attached to all loan documents)

• Incorporation of Core Labor Standards in SBDs for

Works

• Informational Note on Asbestos

• Informational Note on Accessibility and “Universal 

Design”



“Green Integrity” 

What does it mean?

Does it create potential new risks?

• more complex paradigm more difficult to 
manage

• systemic corruption by bureaucratic 
elites/white-collar workers through the 
manipulation of procurement processes

• discrimination in favor of specific companies



Yes but open new opportunities

• Better accounting for green aspects in 
procurement (award criterion?)

• Integration of concerns upfront in project 
design

• Collective action against corruption

• Private sector has a role to play, especially 
the community of engineers, as the 
infrastructure sector is key and should be 
designed to accelerate green growth. 



The World Bank welcomes any initiatives by the 
private sector, including professional 
associations like FIDIC, to strengthen the 
business ethics and integrity.

Thank you


